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Abstract—The SOLLVE V&V suite tests new OpenMP fea-
tures to visualize compiler & system compliance.

Index Terms—OpenMP, parallelization, testsuite, system com-
pliance

I. INTRODUCTION

Application developers (ADs) often utilize high-
performance computing systems to perform lengthy operations
in their code. In order to increase program efficiency, these
developers frequently use OpenMP. OpenMP is a directive-
based programming model which allows for parallelization in
C, C++ & Fortran. In the November 2015 release of version
4.5, OpenMP first implemented offloading and utilizing GPUs.
Since then, there the following specification releases have
been made: 5.0, 5.1, & 5.2 [4]. Despite these advancements,
ADs may experience roadblocks when utilizing new OpenMP
features. These roadblocks arise if certain features have
not been implemented by compiler vendors at the time the
developer writes the code. The Scaling OpenMP with LLVM
for Exascale performance and portability (SOLLVE) team
has created a Verification & Validation (V&V) testsuite to
allow ADs to visualize which OpenMP features are currently
implemented by various compilers & systems.

In this poster, we illustrate our methodology for test-
writing and share an example of a test with a code segment
for the OpenMP masked directive. Along with this, results
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from our testsuite are shown for the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory (ORNL) Pre-Exascale Systems Summit & Crusher,
as well as the National Energy Research Scientific Computing
Center’s (NERSC) Perlmutter system. Summit features an
NVIDIA V100 accelerator, Perlmutter features an NVIDIA
A100 accelerator, and Crusher features the AMD accelerator
MI250X. These systems allow us to effectively run our suite
and test offloading performance with various configurations.
The compilers ran on our suite include GNU’s GCC, LLVM’s
Clang, NVIDIA’s NVHPC, Cray’s CCE, & AMD’s ROCm.
[3].

II. APPROACH

We maintain a consistent methodology to streamline the
test-writing process. When the OpenMP specification is up-
dated, any new features are listed in the ”B Features History”
section [2]. Often, compiler vendors such as LLVM list their
implemented features on their websites [1]. The starting point
of the test-writing process is comparing OpenMP’s features
to the features listed per compiler. The new feature is then
analyzed, which includes looking at restrictions, arguments,
and semantics. Each argument generally requires its own
test. A feature may require additional tests if the feature has
alternate syntax formats.

Figure 2 shows the workflow behind our project. The
majority of tests are written in such a way that the test would
fail if a directive was not implemented. In some cases, this



Fig. 1. Process flow demonstrating the typical test creation process.

is not possible. For example, the assumes directive changes
performance under-the-hood. When this occurs, we ensure that
the test does not cause errors when compiling and the rest
of the code segment runs as expected. There are three main
scenarios in which a test fails:

1) Test was written improperly.
2) Directive has not yet been implemented by compiler of

interest.
3) Feature specification was too ambiguous.

In the first scenario, further discussion among the team is
required. In the second scenario, the test is run on multiple
compilers to visualize other results. In the third scenario,
OpenMP specification team or compiler vendors may be con-
tacted. If the test passes, it is then merged into the repository
and displayed on the website [3].

III. RESULTS

Results were gathered from three systems: NERSC’s Perl-
mutter system and ORNL’s Summit & Crusher systems.

On Perlmutter, GCC 11.2, Clang 15.0.0, NVC 21.11 & CCE
14.0.1 were used. Clang & GCC perform the best with on C
tests, with 260 tests passing and 87 failing. LLVM, though,
does not have a Fortran compiler available on the system.
GCC performs better on other systems which could be due to
offloading being disabled by default on Perlmutter. NVIDIA’s
NVHPC compiler performs the worst on Perlmutter.

On Summit, GCC and Clang both perform relatively bet-
ter than on Perlmutter. NVHPC has 50 more passing tests
compared to NVHPC’s performance on Perlmutter. Clang is

Fig. 2. Table showing GCC 12.2.1, NVHPC 22.5 & LLVM 16.0.0 medium
to high priority test results on Summit

actually the worst compiler on this system, again, due to its
lack of Fortran compiler.

On Crusher, the AMD ROCm compiler & Cray CCE com-
piler perform nearly identical as one another. The compilers
on this system have exemplary results, performing better than
most other compilers on the other two systems.

Figure 2 shows OpenMP 5.1 test results of features listed
as medium-to-high priority by ORNL application teams. This
table shows that high priority features have only been imple-
mented by GCC as of yet.

IV. CONCLUSION

AD teams often need to use OpenMP to increase the
efficiency of their code. However, when OpenMP features are
not implemented, ensuring AD teams know which systems and
compilers perform the best is vital to expediting this process.
The SOLLVE OpenMP Testsuite offers open communication
between ADs, compiler vendors, OpenMP developers, and
other stakeholders. Summit, Perlmutter, and Crusher are all
great options for OpenMP with offloading. Our future work is
primarily focused on new tests for OpenMP 5.1 and 5.2.
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